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Chemically accurate ab initio Gaussian-3-type calculations of the C10H9 potential energy surface (PES) for
rearrangements of the 9-H-fulvalenyl radical C5H5-C5H4 have been performed to investigate the formation
mechanisms of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) originated from the recombination of two
cyclopentadienyl radicals (c-C5H5) as well as from the intermolecular addition of cyclopentadienyl to
cyclopentadiene (c-C5H6) under combustion and pyrolytic conditions. Statistical theory calculations have been
applied to obtain high-pressure-limit thermal rate constants, followed by solving kinetic equations to evaluate
relative product yields. At the high-pressure limit, naphthalene, fulvalene, and azulene have been shown as
the reaction products in rearrangements of the 9-H-fulvalenyl radical, with relative yields depending on
temperature. At low temperatures (T < 1000 K), naphthalene is predicted to be the major product (>50%),
whereas at higher temperatures the naphthalene yield rapidly decreases and the formation of fulvalene becomes
dominant. AtT > 1500 K, naphthalene and azulene are only minor products accounting for less than 10% of
the total yield. The reactions involving cyclopentadienyl radicals and cyclopentadiene have thus been shown
to give only a small contribution to the naphthalene production on the C10H9 PES at medium and high
combustion temperatures. The high yields of fulvalene at these conditions indicate that cyclopentadienyl radical
and cyclopentadiene more likely represent significant sources of cyclopentafused PAHs, which are possible
fullerene precursors. Our results agree well with a low-temperature cyclopentadiene pyrolysis data, where
naphthalene has been identified as the major reaction product together with indene. Azulene has been found
to be only a minor product in 9-H-fulvalenyl radical rearrangements, with branching ratios of less than 5%
at all studied temperatures. The production of naphthalene at low combustion temperatures (T < 1000 K) is
governed by the spiran mechanism originally suggested by Melius et al. At higher temperatures, the alternative
C-C bond scission route, which proceeds via the formation of thecis-4-phenylbutadienyl radical, is competitive
with the spiran pathway. The contributions of the previously suggested methylene walk pathway to the
production of naphthalene have been calculated to be negligible at all studied temperatures.

1. Introduction

The potential role of small five-membered-ring hydrocarbons
and their radicals in the growth of polycyclic aromatic hydro-
carbons (PAHs) has been widely discussed by the combustion
community in the past decade.1 Various mechanisms have been
suggested, and some of them have been thoroughly investigated
by ab initio and density functional (DFT) methods. For instance,
Miller and Melius2,3 have shown on the basis of bond additivity-
corrected fourth-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (BAC-
MP4) calculations that the formation of benzene from recom-
bination products of two propargyl (C3H3) radicals involves
fulvalene as a crucial intermediate. The cyclopentadienylc-C5H5

radical, which is abundant in combustion flames, has been
shown to be a potential benzene precursor through the CH3 +
C5H5 reaction.4 Another important mechanism addressed in the
present study involves rearrangements of 9-H-fulvalenyl radical
(9HFLR), originated from the recombination of two cyclopen-
tadienyl radicals. This radical-promoted spiran mechanism

leading to naphthalene was initially introduced by Melius and
coworkers.3 According to their BAC-MP2 calculations, 9HFLR
rearranges to naphthalene with rather low barriers. For that
reason, this reaction sequence has been considered an important
contributor to the formation of naphthalene in combustion
flames,1,3,5-7 along with the commonly accepted hydrogen
abstraction acetylene addition (HACA) mechanism.8 A similar
mechanism involving the rearrangement of a recombination
product of indenyl with cyclopentadienyl has been suggested
by Marinov et al. to account for the production of phenanthrene
in n-butane and ethylene flames.5,6 It is worth noting that Miller
and Melius considered only those spiran rearrangements on the
C10H9 potential energy surface (PES) that lead to naphthalene,
not including some potentially important routes resulting in the
formation of other abundant PAH species such as azulene and
fulvalene. As follows from a recent B3LYP/6-31G* study of
azulene-to-naphthalene rearrangements,9 azulene can isomerize
to naphthalene by a methylene walk mechanism. Therefore, the
9HFLR f azulenef naphthalene route may also contribute to
the naphthalene production along with the spiran 9HFLRf
naphthalene mechanism suggested by Melius et al. Recently,
the reaction of cyclopentadienyl radical addition to cyclopen-
tadiene was studied using B3LYP/6-31G** DFT calculations
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by Wang et al. to explain high yields of naphthalene, indene,
and benzene in the cyclopentadiene pyrolysis.10 They considered
various rearrangements on the C10H9 and C10H11 PESs and also
revisited the spiran pathway using DFT methods and suggested
some additional routes leading to naphthalene on the C10H9

potential, for instance, the alternative C-C bond â-scission
route. The spiran mechanism has been also recalculated by Alder
et al. at the B3LYP/6-31G* level in their detailed DFT study
of the azulene-naphthalene rearrangement.9 The computed
reaction barriers and energies for the spiran mechanism were
found to be very similar to those obtained by Wang et al.,10 but
Alder and co-workers additionally considered other competitive
routes, including C-C bond scission in the spiro radical leading
to cis-4-phenylbutadienyl and rearrangement of the spiro radical
to azulene, which can eventually lead to naphthalene through
the methylene walk pathway. All 9HFLR-naphthalene re-
arrangements mentioned above exhibit barriers that are reason-
ably low for combustion conditions and therefore may contribute
to the naphthalene formation in combustion flames. However,
which mechanism of naphthalene formation on the C10H9

potential starting from the 9HFLR is the most important and
what other possible reaction products exist in these rearrange-
ments is not clear so far. To draw the most complete picture, a
more detailed study of the C10H9 PES followed by statistical
calculations of rate constants and product yields is required.
Also, reaction energies more accurate than those from DFT
calculations are very desirable.

In order to understand the role of five-membered-ring
hydrocarbons in the formation of naphthalene and other PAH
species, one needs to investigate thec-C5H5 + c-C5H5 and
c-C5H5 + c-C5H6 reactions (the latter is more important in the
pyrolysis of cyclopentadiene10) and, correspondingly, a variety
of isomerization and dissociation processes on the C10H11,
C10H10, C10H9, and C10H8 PESs. The C10H8 surface was carefully
mapped out in our recent study where we considered the
naphthalene-azulene rearrangements and their fragmentation
pathways.11 Calculations of the C10H11 and C10H10 PESs are
currently ongoing in our group. In the present study, we
concentrate only on the C10H9 surface and report ab initio
Gaussian 3 (G3)-type calculations of the 9HFLR rearrangements
leading to naphthalene, azulene, and fulvalene (shown in Scheme
1) followed by Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM)
calculations of thermal reaction rate constants and relative
product yields at the high-pressure limit. Our aim is to refine
all known reaction routes at a much higher level of theory and
to investigate other possible reaction pathways and products.
The main goal is to assess the feasibility of various 9HFLR
rearrangements leading to naphthalene, azulene, and fulvalene
utilizing our accurate ab initio data in calculations of reaction
rate constants and relative product yields.

2. Computational Methods

Geometries of all local minima and transition states were
optimized using the hybrid density functional B3LYP12 method
with the 6-311G** basis set. Vibrational frequencies and

molecular structural parameters obtained at the same level were
utilized to calculate zero-point energy (ZPE) corrections, to
characterize the stationary points, and to perform RRKM
computations of reaction rate constants. Optimized Cartesian
coordinates of all species involved in the reactions considered
here are collected in Table S1 of the Supporting Information
along with vibrational frequencies, ZPE corrections, B3LYP,
RCCSD(T), MP2, and G3 total energies, and molecular
structural parameters (moments of inertia and rotational con-
stants).

To obtain accurate energies, we applied the G3(MP2,CC)//
B3LYP modification13 of the original G3 scheme14 for high-
level single-point energy calculations. The final energies at 0
K were obtained using the B3LYP optimized geometries and
ZPE corrections according to the following formula:

where∆EMP2 ) E[MP2/G3large]- E[MP2/6-311G(d,p)] is the
basis set correction,∆E(SO) is a spin-orbit correction (not
included in our calculation),E(HLC) is a high-level correction,
andE(ZPE) is the zero-point energy. The HLC was omitted in
our calculation because, in most cases, the isomerizations of
radical species considered here proceed without spin change,
resulting in HLC cancellation. Otherwise, the neglect of HLC
normally introduces an error of 2-3 kcal/mol. We tested the
accuracy of this modified G3 scheme in our previous publica-
tions15,16and found a general agreement of 1-3 kcal/mol with
available experimental barriers and reaction energies for the set
of reactions relevant to the formation of PAH. For instance,
the computed barriers and reaction energies of hydrogen
abstraction from benzene and naphthalene by H and OH radicals,
as well as acetylene addition to phenyl radical, agree with
experimental parameters even better (within 0.5-1.0 kcal/mol).15

The calculated heats of reaction for considered reactions relevant
to the formation of indene16 differ only by 1-3 kcal/mol from
experimental values estimated using experimental enthalpies of
formation. Generally, we found that this additive G3-type
scheme is superior to the widely used G2/G2M schemes for
the reactions relevant to the PAH formation. Here and below
we, for brevity, denote the utilized G3-type scheme as G3. The
computed barrier heights and heats of reaction for each
individual reaction step, as well as the relative energies of all
species involved in the formation and rearrangements of the
9HFLR, are shown in Figures 1 and 2. The B3LYP relative
energies are collected for comparison in Table S1 of the
Supporting Information. All DFT and MP2 calculations were
carried out using the Gaussian 9817 package, whereas the
MOLPRO 200218 program package was used to calculate spin-
restricted (R)/RCCSD(T) energies.

First-order thermal rate constants at the high-pressure limit
were computed using the conventional RRKM theory.19-21 For
bimolecular reactions, such as hydrogen abstraction or hydrogen
addition, we applied transition-state theory (TST)22 to calculate
second-order rate constants. Tunneling corrections to the rate
constants were calculated using the simplest Wigner’s formula19

because, at combustion temperatures (>1000 K), tunneling does
not play a significant role, and more sophisticated estimates for
tunneling corrections are not necessary. All computed rate
constants within the 300-3000 K temperature range are
collected in Table S2 of the Supporting Information.

The fourth-order Runge-Kutta method with accuracy moni-
toring23 was employed to solve the system of first-order,

SCHEME 1: Notation of Carbon Atoms in the Reaction
Products of 9HFLR Rearrangements.

E0[G3(MP2,CC)]) E[RCCSD(T)/6-311G(d,p)]+
∆EMP2 + ∆E(SO)+ E(HLC) + E(ZPE)
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phenomenological rate equations to obtain relative product yields
(collected in Table 1).

3. Results and Discussion

A. Formation of 9HFLR at Combustion and Pyrolytic
Conditions. Before discussing the PES for rearrangements of
the 9HFLR, let us consider its possible formation mechanisms
involving the cyclic C5 species, the cyclopentadienyl radical,
and cyclopentadiene. The suggested pathways are shown on
Figure 1 along with G3-computed barrier heights and heats of
reaction. The 9HFLR (S1) can be produced either by recom-
bination of two cyclopentadienyl radicals leading to 9,10-
dihydrofulvalene (S0) followed by abstraction or elimination
of a hydrogen atom at the 9- or 10- positions, or as result of
molecular-radical reactions between the cyclopentadienyl radi-
cal and cyclopentadiene. According to a recent photoionization
mass spectrometry study of various fuel-rich flames (1,2-
propadiene, propyne, cyclopentene, and benzene) coupled with
electronic structure calculations, 1,3-cyclopentadiene and the
cyclopentadienyl radical were found to be abundant, with 1,3-
cyclopentadiene exhibiting significantly higher yields compared
to the other, linear C5H6 species.7 This indicates that thec-C5H5

+ c-C5H6 reaction may be an important source ofS1 in
combustion flames, in addition to the cyclopentadienyl radical
self-recombination.

The cyclopentadienyl recombination is∼53 kcal/mol exo-
thermic and leads to the formation ofS0, which has two
conformers separated by a low barrier of∼5 kcal/mol. Both
conformers have nearly the same energies, with the trans isomer
being slightly (by 0.2 kcal/mol) less stable than the cis structure.
The strengths of C-H bonds at the 9- and 10- positions inS0
are about 76 kcal/mol, and they can be cleaved at high
temperatures to produceS1. Alternatively, abstraction of the
hydrogen atoms sitting at the 9- and 10- positions (linked to
sp3 carbons) exhibits low barriers (∼5 kcal/mol for both

conformers), indicating that theS1 can be formed from the
recombination product of two cyclopentadienyl radicals by the
abstraction mechanism in the presence of free H-radicals
abundant in combustion flames. For comparison, according to
our previous G3 calculations of the HACA mechanism,15

H-abstraction from an sp2 carbon atom in benzene is endo-
thermic by 8.8 kcal/mol and demonstrates a significantly higher
barrier of 17.0 kcal/mol. A quantitative assessment of the role
of the H elimination versus abstraction requires detailed kinetic
modeling in real combustion conditions, and here we limit
ourselves to the following qualitative consideration. AtT ) 1500
K, typical for combustion, the thermal energy distribution of
S0will peak around 50 kcal/mol, as it is a large molecule. This
means that, at the dissociation limit, activating collisions will
be nearly as important as deactivating ones, and a large number
of states populated at equilibrium will be unstable to dissociation
of S0back toc-C5H5 + c-C5H5. As a result, stabilization ofS0
will be highly unlikely except at very high pressures. At the
same time, the energy distribution of incipient complexes will
also peak at∼50 kcal/mol above thec-C5H5 + c-C5H5 limit,
making it easier to overcome the 23 kcal/mol barrier to form
S1 + H. Consequently, the initial reaction should rather be
written as c-C5H5 + c-C5H5 / S1 + H via a short-living
complex, and, since the complex is unstable, the H abstraction
reaction is not probable.

The molecular-radical mechanism, which has been suggested
as the only mechanism of naphthalene and indene formation in
the cyclopentadiene pyrolysis,10 appears to be more complicated.
As seen in Figure 1, we considered several additional reaction
pathways, which may be competitive. According to our G3
calculations, the intermolecular addition reaction of cyclopen-
tadienyl radicalc-C5H5 to theπ bond of cyclopentadienec-C5H6

exhibits a low barrier of 8.2 kcal/mol and is 14.2 kcal/mol
exothermic, indicating that this molecular-radical mechanism
is rather favorable energetically. The resonance-stabilized 1,9,10-

Figure 1. Formation pathways of 9HFLR (S1) involving the recombination of two cyclopentadienyl radicalsc-C5H5 and the intermolecular addition
of c-C5H5 to cyclopentadiene. The numbers show G3(MP2,CC)//B3LYP-computed barrier heights and heats of reaction.
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trihydrofulvalenyl radical (A1) adduct formed at the first step
further undergoes H-elimination, producing eitherS0 or 1,10-
dihydrofulvalene (A2). The former H-elimination step does not
have an exit barrier (this was confirmed by a PES scan) and

requires 41.3 kcal/mol of internal energy to eliminate the
hydrogen atom. The alternative H-elimination at the 10- position
exhibits a barrier of 41.7 kcal/mol and is endothermic by 39.7
kcal/mol. Both steps seem to be competitive and should be taken

Figure 2. Rearrangements of 9HFLR (S1) leading toNP, AZ , andFL . The numbers show G3(MP2,CC)//B3LYP-computed barrier heights, heats
of reaction, and energies relative toS1 (in brackets).

TABLE 1: Calculated Product Yields (%) of NP, AZ, and FL from Rearrangements of 9HFLR

contributions to the total product yields from different pathways
total product yields

T, K FL NP AZ
NP tricyclic pathway

(S3f S4f S10f NP)
NP C-C bond scission

(S3f S11f S10f NP)
NP methylene

walk
AZ

S14f AZ
AZ

S6f AZ
AZ

S13f AZ
NP + AZ

(S1f S5f S6)

500 0.4 99.6 0.1 96.8 2.7 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
600 2.2 97.4 0.4 91.4 6.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
700 7.9 91.0 1.1 81.0 9.8 0.1 1.1 0.1 0.0 0.0
800 18.9 78.7 2.4 65.8 12.7 0.2 2.2 0.2 0.0 0.0
900 33.9 62.4 3.6 48.6 13.4 0.4 3.3 0.3 0.0 0.0
1000 49.4 46.1 4.5 33.3 12.3 0.4 4.0 0.5 0.0 0.1
1100 62.2 32.9 4.9 22.0 10.4 0.4 4.3 0.6 0.0 0.1
1200 72.0 23.2 4.8 14.4 8.4 0.4 4.1 0.6 0.0 0.1
1300 78.9 16.6 4.5 9.5 6.7 0.4 3.8 0.6 0.1 0.1
1400 83.8 12.1 4.1 6.4 5.4 0.3 3.4 0.6 0.1 0.1
1500 87.3 9.1 3.6 4.5 4.4 0.3 2.9 0.6 0.1 0.1
1700 91.6 5.6 2.8 2.4 3.1 0.2 2.2 0.5 0.1 0.1
1900 93.9 3.9 2.2 1.4 2.4 0.1 1.7 0.5 0.1 0.1
2000 94.6 3.4 2.0 1.2 2.1 0.1 1.4 0.5 0.1 0.1
2200 95.7 2.7 1.6 0.8 1.8 0.1 1.1 0.4 0.1 0.1
2400 96.3 2.3 1.4 0.6 1.6 0.1 0.9 0.4 0.1 0.2
2600 96.8 2.0 1.2 0.5 1.5 0.0 0.7 0.4 0.1 0.2
2800 97.0 1.9 1.1 0.5 1.4 0.0 0.6 0.4 0.1 0.2
3000 97.2 1.8 1.0 0.4 1.3 0.0 0.6 0.4 0.1 0.2
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into account.S1 can be obtained from theS0 andA2 species
by hydrogen elimination or abstraction reactions; the latter
exhibits low barriers of 4.4 kcal/mol and 5.8 kcal/mol for the
S0+ H f S1+ H2 andA2 + H f S1+ H2 steps, respectively.
A2 may also rearrange toS0 through the 1,9 H-shift reaction
A2 f S0, overcoming a barrier of 27.5 kcal/mol. Another
possibility involves H-elimination or abstraction at the 10-
position inA2, leading to the 1-H-fulvalenyl radicalS26(which
turns out to be an important fulvalene precursor on the C10H9

PES; see below), which then rearranges toS1 by the 1,9
H-migration. As will be shown below in Section 3.C, at medium
and high temperatures, the fate of theS26radical is to produce
fulvalene (FL ). Therefore, at those conditions, theA1 f A2
f S26reaction channel should be considered as aFL formation
pathway instead of a means of producingS1. However, at low
reaction temperatures (e.g., in the case of low-temperature
pyrolysis of cyclopentadiene), the contribution of theA1 f A2
f S26 f S1 mechanism to the formation of 9-H-fulvalenyl
may be significant.

Another issue, which is not addressed in the present study,
concerns various rearrangements on the C10H11 PES involving,
for example, theA1 radical. Indeed, this intermediate may take
part in further rearrangements, instead of undergoing the
previously consideredA1 f A2 + H and A1 f S0 + H
hydrogen elimination steps, which require more than 40 kcal/
mol of internal energy for the H loss. In principle, naphthalene,
azulene, or other PAHs (e.g., indene10) may be formed as a
result of such rearrangements on the C10H11 surface.

B. PES for Unimolecular Rearrangements of S1.Figure 2
depicts all rearrangements ofS1 explored in this study, along
with G3-computed barrier heights, reaction energies, and G3
relative energies (in brackets) of intermediates and transition
states with respect toS1. We tried to map out all possible
rearrangements ofS1, which have reasonably low barriers with
regard to combustion conditions. For a variety of intermediates
(S7-S9, S15, S18-S21, S25, S27-S31, andS33-S35) with
high relative energies, we have omitted a detailed investigation
of transition states for their formation and further transformations
because they are hardly competitive with the major C5H5-C5H4

transformation routes in combustion. The major reaction
products ofS1rearrangements appeared to be naphthalene (NP),
azulene (AZ ), and fulvalene (FL ). Let us further discuss all
considered pathways in more detail.

After being formed, theS1 radical can rearrange by three
most energetically favorable pathways. The first one is the so-
called spiran mechanism passing through the formation of the
C2v-symmetric spiro adductS3to the tricyclyl radicalS4, which
then undergoes ring opening, producing either the 9-H-naphthyl
radical (S10) with a barrier of 13.2 kcal/mol, or, more likely,
the 9-H-azulyl radical (S6) with a barrier height of only 0.8
kcal/mol. S10 and S6 can lose an “extra” hydrogen atom,
producingNP andAZ , respectively. The spiran pathway leading
to NP (S1 f S2 f S3 f S4 f S10 f NP) was initially
suggested and investigated by Melius et al.3 at the BAC-MP2
level, whereas the rearrangement of theS4 adduct leading to
AZ was studied recently by Alder et al.9 at the B3LYP/6-31G*
level along with a variety ofAZ -to-NP isomerization pathways.
The secondS1radical rearrangement,S1f S5f S6, involves
the formation of the tricyclic intermediateS5 with two five-
membered and one four-membered ring. After the ring opening,
which is 33.4 kcal/mol exothermic, theS5adduct rearranges to
the 10-H-azulyl radical (S6), a precursor ofAZ . Whereas the
first two pathways lead toNP or AZ and are interconnected at
the S6 intermediate, the third route,S1 f S26f S32f FL ,

proceeds to another product,FL , through two consecutive
H-atom migrations, 9,1- H-migration producing theS26radical,
followed by 1,2- H-atom shift leading to 2-H-fulvalenylS32,
which then undergoes H-elimination, producingFL . FL is not
likely to be a precursor ofNP or AZ on the C10H9 PES but
may further be involved in H-abstraction/C2H2-addition se-
quences, giving rise to a variety of cyclopentafused PAHs, which
are the possible fullerene precursors.24,25The pathways leading
to theS6 adduct via theS5 tricyclic intermediate and theFL
pathway were not considered in previous theoretical studies,
although the spiran mechanism was thoroughly investigated by
the DFT method. As follows from the reaction scheme shown
in Figure 2, all threeS1 rearrangement pathways exhibit low
barriers regarding the combustion conditions and therefore
should be competitive.

The spiran pathway starts with the three-membered-ring
closureS1 f S2, endothermic by 9.5 kcal/mol and producing
a metastable tricyclic intermediateS2, which then rearranges
to the more stable C2v-symmetric spiro adductS3 by ring
expansion. The reverse barrier for theS1f S2 ring closure is
only 3.5 kcal/mol, much lower than the forward barrier of 13
kcal/mol, and that for the subsequent ring expansionS2 f S3
is 21.2 kcal/mol. Therefore, the equilibrium of theS1 f S2
reaction should be shifted toward the initial reactant, and one
has to consider the overall barrier of 30.7 kcal/mol for theS1
f S2f S3 rearrangement. From this point of view, theS1f
S5 and S1 f S26 reactions appear to be strong competitors
with the spiran pathway in spite of the fact that both of them
exhibit higher barriers than that for theS1 f S2 ring closure.
TheS3bicyclic adduct can then either rearrange to the tricyclic
intermediateS4 by three-membered-ring closure or undergo a
C-C bond scission leading to the opening of the five-membered
ring and producingcis-4-phenylbutadienyl (S11). The latter
reaction is less favorable energetically because it exhibits a
barrier about 10 kcal/mol higher than that for theS3f S4three-
membered-ring closure, and is also∼20 kcal/mol endothermic.
Therefore, the C-C bond scission pathwayS3 f S11f S10
f NP is expected to give only a minor contribution to the
production ofNP, whereas theS3f S4rearrangement controls
the spiran mechanism, eventually leading to eitherNP or AZ
after the formation of the tricyclyl radicalS4. Interestingly, both
S1 f S2 andS3 f S4 three-membered-ring closure reactions
exhibit very similar barriers of 13.0 and 15.0 kcal/mol and
reaction endothermicities of 9.5 and 7.8 kcal/mol, respectively.
Although theS3 f S11 C-C bond scission is not favorable
energetically, the subsequent six-membered-ring closureS11
f S10easily transformsS11to S10with a barrier of only 3.8
kcal/mol.S10is aNP precursor that proceeds toNP by a one-
step elimination of an “extra” hydrogen atom. We also
considered the alternative C-C bond scission leading to the
opening of the six-membered ring,S3 f S18, and found that
this process is unlikely at typical combustion temperatures.
Indeed, theS3 f S18reaction is computed to be 50 kcal/mol
endothermic, indicating that the corresponding barrier is ex-
pected to be even higher, and therefore this process should not
be competitive with theS3f S4or S3f S11rearrangements
at the conditions relevant to combustion.

At this stage, theS1f S2f S3f S4sequence appears to
be the dominant route within the spiran pathway. AfterS4 is
formed, the reaction sequence is branched, leading to two
different products, eitherNP or AZ . The expansion of the five-
membered ring inS4(S4f S10) leads to the formation ofS10
(anNP precursor) with a barrier of 13.2 kcal/mol, whereas the
expansion of the six-membered ring (S4 f S6) producesS6
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(an AZ precursor) over a very small barrier of 0.8 kcal/mol.
One can see that theS4f S6six-membered-ring expansion is
significantly more favorable energetically than theS4 f S10
five-membered-ring expansion. From this point of view, it seems
that theS4 f S10f NP route is hardly competitive with the
S4 f S6 f AZ pathway, and thatNP should be considered
only as a minor product of the spiran rearrangement. However,
this is not the case because one has to take into account the
barriers for further transformations ofS6. Indeed, theAZ
formation fromS6by H-elimination requires a high activation
energy of 38 kcal/mol. The other rearrangements of theS6
adduct,S6f S13, S6f S14, andS6f S12, also demonstrate
rather high barriers (36.9, 22.5, and 30.8 kcal/mol, respectively)
as compared to the contestingS6f S4reverse step, which has
a barrier of only 14.1 kcal/mol. In this situation, theS4f S10
rearrangement can give a considerable contribution to the
formation ofS10and, eventually, to the production ofNP. In
the subsequent section, we discuss this issue in more detail
considering the computed rate and equilibrium constants as well
as the relative product yields.

S6, which is 13.3 and 10.2 kcal/mol more stable than theS4
intermediate and the initialS1radical, respectively, is an obvious
precursor ofAZ . The AZ molecule can be obtained either by
direct elimination of an “extra” hydrogen atom fromS6with a
barrier of 38 kcal/mol or by prior H-migrations producing 4-H-
azulyl (S13) or 1-H-azulyl (S14) radicals followed by subsequent
H-eliminations. The formation ofS14, the most stable inter-
mediate within the spiran mechanism, appears to be the most
energetically favorable process among these three reactions
because it has a barrier of only 22.5 kcal/mol, whereas the other
transformations ofS6 exhibit much higher barriers, normally
above 30 kcal/mol. On the other hand, the H-elimination from
S14 has a higher barrier of 43 kcal/mol as compared to the
respective H-eliminations fromS6 and S13. S13 may further
be involved in the methylene walk rearrangement,S13f S17
f S22 f S23 f S24 f NP, instead of the H-elimination
processS13 f AZ because the 11.1 kcal/mol barrier for the
S13f S17three-membered-ring closure reaction is significantly
lower than the 38 kcal/mol barrier for the H-elimination from
S13. Keeping this in mind, we consider that the most probable
AZ production reactions are the direct H-elimination fromS6
and theS6 f S14f AZ sequence. The formation of theS13
intermediate by theS6f S13H-migration acts as a sink of the
S6 adduct, promoting the production ofNP through the
competitive methylene walk mechanism. In principle,S14may
undergo alternative rearrangements competing with the H-atom
eliminationS14f AZ , which require higher activation energies
of at least 43 kcal/mol. For instance, the 7,10- or 5,7- three-
membered-ring closure reactions produce isomersS15andS19,
respectively, and the 1,9 C-C bond scission in the five-
membered ring leads to theS21 radical. Taking into account
the relative energies ofS15, S21, andS19with respect toS14,
all these steps are expected to have barriers higher than 43 kcal/
mol, but they may be comparable to the reaction barrier for the
H-atom elimination fromS14. However, further rearrangements
of these intermediates are not relevant to the formation of any
stable PAH molecules, such asNP, AZ , or even indene, and
hence we excluded them from the present consideration.

We have also investigated two additional rearrangements of
S6, which are hardly competitive with the previously discussed
reactions consuming this intermediate. The first route involves
9,10- bond cleavage inS6, producing the C2v-symmetric
monocyclic radical intermediateS16with a high barrier of 64.7
kcal/mol. This reaction is also highly endothermic. At the

B3LYP/6-311G** level, the reverse barrier was found to be
9.7 kcal/mol; however, it disappears at the G3 level, at which
the energy of the transition state is 1 kcal/mol lower than that
of S16. The barrier for the 9,10-ring closure inS16 leading to
S10, which is positive at the B3LYP/6-311G** level (5.1 kcal/
mol), also becomes negative (-4.8 kcal/mol) at the G3 level.
We suppose that theS16 intermediate, if it exists, can be only
a very shallow local minima on the C10H9 PES with respect to
the transition states forS6f S16andS16f S10. The B3LYP
method apparently overestimates the barrier heights for these
reactions. A similar mechanism on the C10H7 PES passing
through the 9,10- bond cleavage in the 4-azulenyl radical
followed by the formation of the 1-naphthalenyl radical was
considered by Alder et al.9 in their B3LYP study of the
AZ-NP rearrangement. The B3LYP/6-31G* computed barrier
for the 9,10- bond cleavage in the 4-azulenyl radical was found
to be 38 kcal/mol, which is significantly lower than the barrier
for the 9,10- bond cleavage inS6. Therefore, such a mechanism
may contribute to theNP production on the C10H7 PES, but is
not likely to be competitive on the C10H9 PES where theS6f
S16 isomerization requires 64.5 kcal/mol of activation energy.
Another rearrangement ofS6, which is not relevant to the
production of NP or AZ , is the formation of the tricyclic
intermediateS12 via a 1,4-ring closure. This reaction has a
barrier of 30.8 kcal/mol and, in principle, can compete with
other transformation routes ofS6. However, theS12radical is
most likely to be a dead end on the surface because its further
possible transformations through 1,9-, 9,10- or 4,9- bond-
scission reactions are expected to have high barriers and
therefore would hardly be competitive with theS12 f S6
reverse step, which exhibits a low barrier of 3.2 kcal/mol. Thus,
we expect that theS6adduct is not consumed by theS6f S12
rearrangement, but rather is involved in theS6 f AZ , S6 f
S13, andS6 f S14 transformations.

The methylene walk pathway was suggested by Alder et al.9

to explain the thermal rearrangement ofAZ to NP, which takes
place at temperatures above 400°C. The B3LYP/6-31G*
calculations9 have shown this radical-promoted mechanism to
exhibit low barriers, and therefore it can account for the
production of NP both in thermolysis and in combustion,
together with the spiran mechanism. The methylene walk
pathway,S13f S17f S22f S23f S24f NP, starts from
the formation ofS13; the creation of a CH2 group is required
for the subsequent 5,9-closure of a three-membered ring. This
mechanism acts as anAZ sink, converting a certain amount of
AZ or its precursors (S6 andS13 in our case) toNP. In other
words, the methylene walk pathway competes with the spiran
mechanism, providing a higher yield ofNP. We recomputed
all the structures obtained previously9 for the methylene walk
pathway at the higher B3LYP/6-311G** level and refined their
energies at the G3 level. For all B3LYP-computed geometries
and relative energies, we obtained good agreement with the
previous results by Alder et al.9 The only exception is the
transition state for methylene transfer from the six-membered
ring in 4,9-cyclopropylyl (S17) to the five-membered ring to
form 1,9-cyclopropylyl (S23). According to their B3LYP/
6-31G* calculations, the 9-methylyl radical (S22) was identified
as a transition state with one imaginary frequency of 190i, which
interconnects theS17 and S23 intermediates. We tested their
reported structure ofS22with intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC)
calculation and found that it represents a transition state for a
degenerate rotation of the CH2 fragment around the adjoining
C-C bond, but not a transition state for the interconversion of
S17to S23. Moreover, at the B3LYP/6-311G** level, we were
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able to obtain a local minimum structure forS22; it has a slightly
different orientation of the CH2 fragment compared to the
structure reported by Alder et al. A further search of anS22f
S23ring-closure transition state was unsuccessful, and a careful
scan of the PES in this vicinity showed that this reaction is
essentially barrierless. We suppose thatS22 corresponds to a
shallow local minimum on the PES with regard to aS22 f
S23 transition state, and hence this transition state is very
difficult to locate. For the purpose of rate constant calculations,
we suggest that the transition state for ring opening,S17 f
S22, can be treated as the transition state for interconversion
betweenS17andS23.

All considered steps within the methylene walk pathway
exhibit quite low barrier heights at the G3 level, indicating that
this mechanism is highly competitive. Indeed, the initial 5,9-
three-membered-ring closure producingS17has a barrier of only
11.1 kcal/mol, which is significantly lower than the competing
H-eliminationS13f AZ process leading toAZ and exhibiting
a barrier of 37.6 kcal/mol, or the rearrangement ofS13back to
S6 with a barrier of 37.2 kcal/mol. Such a large difference in
reaction barriers indicates that, once formed, theS13 adduct
mostly rearranges toNP by the methylene walk pathway. The
highest barrier of 22.2 kcal/mol within the methylene walk
pathway is calculated for the interconversion ofS17 to S23.
After that, the S23 intermediate easily rearranges to 1-H-
naphthyl S24 (the most stable radical within the considered
C10H9 PES) over a barrier of only 4.7 kcal/mol. TheS23 f
S24 reaction is 34 kcal/mol exothermic. Finally,NP can be
obtained by H-atom elimination fromS24.

In the present study we also found an additional competitive
rearrangement pathway ofS1proceeding through the formation
of the tricyclic intermediateS5 to S6, which then transforms to
AZ or NP as discussed above. The route starts from the 4,8-
ring closure of a four-membered ring,S1f S5, with a barrier
of 29 kcal/mol. The moderate barrier height indicates that this
reaction may compete with the other rearrangements ofS1
considered here. However, the subsequent 7,8- ring expansion
in S5 requires 20.9 kcal/mol of activation energy, which is
almost four times higher than the contending reverseS5f S1
step with a barrier of only 5.8 kcal/mol. Hence, we expect the
S1 f S5 f S6 route to give only a minor contribution to the
total AZ /NP yields as compared to the spiran pathway. In the
following section, we discuss this issue in more detail. The
alternative 9,10- ring expansion inS5 leading to the triradical
intermediateS9 is hardly competitive with the 7,8- ring
expansion because the former process is expected to have a
barrier higher than 44 kcal/mol. Therefore, we conclude that
theS5f S9reaction is not relevant to the production ofAZ or
NP within the studied network.

Now let us discuss the most energetically favorableS1 f
S26f S32f FL rearrangement of theS1 radical leading to
the formation ofFL . This route was not considered previously,
but our calculations show it to be a major pathway for
rearrangements ofS1. The pathway involves three steps: the
9,1- hydrogen-atom migration producingS26with a barrier of
20.3 kcal/mol followed by a 1,2- hydrogen atom shift with a
barrier of 29.4 kcal/mol leading toS32, and in the final step,
S32undergoes H-atom elimination from the CH2 group produc-
ing FL with a relatively high barrier of 48.7 kcal/mol.S26 is
12.5 kcal/mol more stable thanS1, hence, the initial hydrogen
shift reaction is exothermic. The barrier for this reaction is
almost 10 kcal/mol lower than that for the competingS1f S5
reaction and also 10.4 kcal/mol lower than the effective barrier
for the S1 f S2 f S3 rearrangement (see the discussion on

the spiran mechanism above). Therefore, theFL mechanism is
likely to be the majorS1consumption route, meaning thatFL
is expected to be the major reaction product within the
considered network. It will be shown below that theFL route
accounts for>50% of theS1consumption atT > 1000 K.S26
may undergo a direct H-atom elimination (S26 f FL ),
producingFL with a barrier of 52.2 kcal/mol, which is close to
the barrier of 48.7 kcal/mol for the H-elimination fromS32.
However, the directS26f FL channel is hardly competitive
with theS26f S32hydrogen migration, which is prior to the
subsequent H loss from theS32 radical. This follows from a
comparison of respective barriers: the barrier forS26f S32
isomerization (29.4 kcal/mol) is 22.8 kcal/mol lower than the
52.2 kcal/mol barrier for the direct H loss fromS26. This
indicates that the formation ofFL proceeds via a prior
isomerization ofS26 to the S32 radical, and then the latter
undergoes H-atom loss, which is significantly faster than the H
loss fromS26(the comparison of rate constants will be given
in the subsequent section).

Because the H eliminations from very stableS26 and S32
radicals exhibit rather high barriers (∼50 kcal/mol), we inves-
tigated other possible rearrangements ofS26, which are expected
to compete with the considered H-migration and H-loss reac-
tions. TheS26 f S33 f S30 f S31 route is similar to the
spiran pathway, but it involves the formation of energetically
high-lying isomers, especially the triradical intermediateS30.
From this point of view, this pathway requires very high
activation energies and therefore is hardly competitive. The
formation of the tricyclic radicalS27, which is akin toS5, may
be a viable alternative, but the further rearrangement ofS27
involves highly energetically unfavorable ring expansion, lead-
ing to the triradical structureS28. The 4,9- hydrogen-atom shift
within theS26radical can produce the triradical structureS29,
but the corresponding barrier is expected to be higher than 70
kcal/mol. All this makes the other transformations ofS26
unlikely at the combustion conditions and not relevant to the
production ofNP or AZ . FL can be considered as an important
precursor for a variety of cyclopentafused PAHs,24,25especially
those relevant to the formation of bowl-shaped PAHs, fullerenes,
and fullerenic nanostructures. For example, the 1-H abstraction
from FL followed by subsequent acetylene addition and ring
closure can lead to the formation of indacene (C12H8) at the
first stage, and the addition of another acetylene produces
pyracylene (C14H8), and so on (see Scheme 2).

As was mentioned above, we excluded from our consideration
several isomerization pathways ofS1 involving the formation
of unstable and energetically high-lying radicalsS7, S8, S20,
S34, and triradicalS25because they are not competitive with
the discussed rearrangements ofS1 at combustion conditions
and ultimately are not relevant to the formation of PAHs
addressed in this study. Theoretically, the 5,9- bond scission,
S1f S20, may lead toS6 if followed by closure of the seven-
membered ring. However, the barrier for theS1 f S20bond
scission process is expected to be higher than 40 kcal/mol, and
this value is significantly higher than the barriers for the other

SCHEME 2: Most Probable Cyclopentafused PAHs
Originated from FL.
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contendingS1 transformations. Another issue is that theS20
isomer, which has a planar Cs-symmetric structure, has to change
its conformation prior to the seven-membered-ring closure. This
process passes through an out-of-plane configuration of theS20
radical. According to our calculations, during geometry opti-
mization starting from an out-of-plane configuration, theS20
radical undergoes the five-membered-ring closure and returns
to the initial S1 structure with no barrier; all attempts of
geometry optimization of nonplanar structures in the vicinity
of S20converged toS1. Therefore, the 5,9- bond scissionS1
f S20reaction is also unlikely to be a viable competitor among
the considered isomerizations ofS1. In the following section,
on the basis of the statistical calculations of reaction rate
constants, we discuss relative product yields in rearrangements
of S1.

C. Relative Product Yields.Utilizing the RRKM-computed
high-pressure-limit thermal rate constants collected in Table S2
of the Supporting Information, we performed calculations of
relative yields ofNP, AZ , andFL at infinite time by solving
the kinetic equations for rearrangements ofS1, including all
unimolecular reaction steps. Considering that B3LYP/6-311G**
frequencies and chemically accurate barriers and reaction
energies computed at the G3 level were utilized in the RRKM
calculations, we expect that the resulting thermal rate constants
are of high accuracy, as long as the high-pressure limit
adequately describes the reaction conditions. The calculated total
product yields are collected in Table 1, along with contributions
of different pathways to these yields.

At low temperature conditions (∼700-900 K), the major
reaction product isNP, followed byFL andAZ . Starting from
1000 K (∼700 °C), where theNP andFL yields are similar, a
further temperature increase promotes theFL production, which
then becomes the major reaction product. AtT > 1500 K,NP
becomes only a minor product, accounting for less than 10%
of the total product yield, along withAZ . TheAZ production
reaches its maximum value of 4.8% at 1200 K and is below
5% at all studied temperatures. This indicates thatAZ is a minor
product ofS1 rearrangements. Our results can explain the high
NP production in the cyclopentadiene pyrolysis,10,26whereNP
and indene were identified as the major reaction products.
Indeed, at the pyrolytic conditions in a laminar flow reactor,
the temperatures of the cyclopentadiene pyrolysis were within
700-850°C or 1000-1150 K. As follows from our calculations,
NP yields are high in this temperature range. Interestingly,FL ,
which is a structural isomer ofNP, was not identified by the
gas chromatography-mass spectrometry technique among the
products of the cyclopentadiene pyrolysis,10,26but another major
detected product was indene. However, the formation of indene
at the pyrolytic conditions most likely involves the radical-
molecule reaction between cyclopentadienyl and cyclopentadi-
ene leading to theA1 adduct (see Figure 1) followed by further
rearrangements to indene on the C10H11 PES.10 This mechanism
is not relevant to the rearrangements ofS1, which take place
on the C10H9 PES considered here. In flame combustion, the
concentration of cyclopentadienyl radicals is high because they
can be produced by the oxidation of phenyl radical with O2.27,28

The major source ofS1 at these conditions should arise from
c-C5H5 self-recombination by the mechanism described above,
and further transformations mostly take place on the C10H9 PES,
prohibiting the formation of indene. The production ofNP from
S1 in flame combustion is expected to be significant only at
low temperatures or in low-temperature flame zones. At higher
temperatures, theNP production is predicted to become
negligible, giving way to the production ofFL and, as a

consequence, to higher cyclopentafused PAHs, which are
potential precursors of fullerenes and fullerene-containing soot.
We suppose that, at high combustion temperatures, where the
concentration of H radicals is expected to be large, theNP
formation is mostly governed by the conventional HACA
mechanism.

The analysis of rate constants for theS1 f S2 and S1 f
S26 reactions collected in Table 2 shows that, at 700 K, the
former reaction is 23 times faster than the latter, and therefore
the first step of the spiran sequence is more favorable than the
competitiveS1 f S26 hydrogen atom shift, which starts the
reaction sequence leading toFL . The spiran sequence is more
kinetically favorable, even though the equilibrium of theS1f
S2 reaction is shifted toward the reactant at these conditions.
Then, with increasing temperature, thek(S1f S2)/k(S1f S26)
ratio rapidly decreases, and, at 1500 K, both reactions have
similar rates. On the other hand, thek(S1 f S26)/k(S2 f S3)
ratio does not change significantly and remains within 2.7-
1.5, indicating that bothS1f S26andS2f S3reactions have
comparable reaction rates, especially at medium and high
temperatures. Taking into account that the equilibrium constant
for the S1 f S2 reaction is less than 10-2 even at high
temperatures, butKeq(S1 f S26) is always higher than 1, the
S1f S26H-shift reaction starts to dominate atT ∼1000 K. At
higher temperatures, these trends dramatically increase, espe-
cially whenk(S1f S2)/k(S1f S26) drops below 1.0, and the
S1 f S26 f S32 f FL route becomes the majorS1
consumption pathway, accounting for more than 90% of the
total product yield atT > 1500 K. In principle, theS26adduct
may undergo H-atom loss and produceFL directly, without prior
isomerization to theS32radical. However, if we compare rate
constants for theS26f S32andS26f FL reactions (see Table
2), it is clear that the latter step is not competitive because, at
typical combustion temperatures, its rate constants have several
orders of magnitude lower values than those for theS26f S32
isomerization. Even atT ) 2000 K, theS26f S32hydrogen
migration is still more than 10 times faster than theS26f FL
hydrogen atom loss. Additionally, the hydrogen atom elimina-
tion from theS32radical demonstrates significantly higher rates
(3.8-2.8 times within the 1500-2000 K range) than those of
the similarS26f FL reaction, although the barriers for both
reactions are very close to each other (∼3 kcal/mol). Therefore,
we assume that theS1 f S26 f S32 f FL reaction is the
major FL production channel, and the contribution of theS26
f FL reaction should be negligible.

The calculatedAZ product yields indicate thatAZ is only a
minor product in rearrangements ofS1and, in particular, within
the spiran mechanism. Hence, the cyclopentadienyl self-
recombination is hardly a significant source ofAZ in combus-
tion flames. In contrast,NP is the major product within the
spiran mechanism, and its relative yield is also generally higher
compared to that ofAZ . Only at high temperatures above 1500
K do the relative yields ofNP andAZ become close. This may
look surprising because the equilibrium of theS4f S6reaction
is considerably shifted toward theS6adduct (Keq(S4f S6) >
102 at T < 1500 K), which is anAZ precursor. To understand
why NP production through the spiran pathway is much higher
than that ofAZ , one has to consider the competition between
the S4 f S10 six-membered ring expansion, theS6 f S14
hydrogen-atom migration, and the reverseS6 f S4 step. The
S6f S14reaction is crucial for the production ofAZ because,
as follows from the computed contributions to the totalAZ yield
shown in Table 1, the majorAZ precursor isS14, whereas the
contributions of theS6 f AZ and S13 f AZ hydrogen-
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elimination steps are insignificant. Although the equilibrium of
theS4f S6seven-membered-ring expansion is shifted toward
the formation ofS6, the subsequentS6 f S14H-migration is
much slower than the competing reverseS6 f S4 andS4 f
S10steps. Indeed, if we look at thek(S4f S10)/k(S6f S14)
ratios presented in Table 2, theS4f S10reaction is 738 times
faster thanS6f S14at 700 K, and it is still 20 times faster at
1500 K. On the other hand, as follows from the calculatedk(S6
f S4)/k(S6 f S14) ratios, theS6 f S4 reverse step is also
significantly faster than theS6 f S14 reaction by factors of
146, 25, 9, and 6 at 700, 1000, 1300, and 1500 K, respectively.
Thus, onceS6is formed, it tends to return back to theS4adduct,
which then rapidly rearranges toS10. This explains, in general,
why NP is the major product within the spiran mechanism. A
decrease of thek(S4 f S10)/k(S6 f S14) and k(S6 f S4)/
k(S6f S14) ratios with increasing temperature also elucidates
the growth ofAZ production within the low-temperature regime
(T < 1100 K). Indeed, when these ratios decrease, theS14
production is favored, which is reflected in a rise of the total

AZ yield. The relative contribution ofAZ to the totalNP +
AZ production also increases within this temperature range,
since theNP production is inhibited with increasing temperature
by the competingS1 f S26 f S32 f FL FL -formation
channel. AtT ) 1100 K, the maximal production ofAZ is
observed, and then it starts to decrease as the temperature rises.
This happens for two reasons. The first is that the totalNP +
AZ yield rapidly drops atT above 1100 K since the contending
FL formation route starts to dominate; at 1500 K theNP +
AZ production contributes only 12.7% to the overall final
products. The second reason is that the relative contribution of
the C-C bond scission mechanism (S3 f S11f S10f NP)
to the NP production increases with increasing temperature; for
example, these contributions are 11%, 32%, and 48% at 700,
1100, and 1500 K, respectively. This means that the significant
reduction of the spiran mechanism contribution to the total yield
of NP and AZ is accompanied by an increasing relative
contribution of the bond scission mechanism to theNP
formation. Obviously, the bond scission mechanism competes

TABLE 2: RRKM- and TST-Calculated Rate Constants, Equilibrium Constants, and Their Ratios for Critical Reactions
Involved in Rearrangements of 9HFLR at Temperatures Relevant to Combustion

temperature, K

rate constants 700 900 1000 1100 1300 1500 1700 2000

k(S1f S2), s-1 1.8× 108 1.4× 109 2.9× 109 5.2× 109 1.3× 1010 2.6× 1010 4.3× 1010 7.7× 1010

k(S2f S1), s-1 1.7× 1012 3.2× 1012 4.0× 1012 4.8× 1012 6.4× 1012 7.9× 1012 9.3× 1012 1.1× 1013

Keq(S1f S2) 1.0× 10-4 4.4× 10-4 7.2× 10-4 1.1× 10-3 2.1× 10-3 3.3× 10-3 4.6× 10-3 6.9× 10-3

k(S2f S3), s-1 2.8×× 106 9.4× 107 3.2× 108 8.7× 108 4.1× 109 1.3× 1010 3.1× 1010 8.3× 1010

k(S1f S26), s-1 7.6× 106 2.0× 108 6.3× 108 1.6× 109 7.2× 109 2.1× 1010 4.9× 1010 1.3× 1011

k(S26f S1), s-1 2.8× 103 5.7× 105 3.7× 106 1.8× 107 1.9× 108 1.1× 109 4.2× 109 1.9× 1010

Keq(S1f S26) 2.7× 103 3.5× 102 1.7× 102 9.4× 101 3.8× 101 1.9× 101 1.2× 101 6.5

k(S1f S2)/k(S1f S26) 23.2 7.0 4.6 3.2 1.8 1.2 0.9 0.6
k(S1f S26)/k(S2f S3) 2.7 2.1 2.0 1.9 1.7 1.6 1.6 1.5

k(S26f S32), s-1 1.9× 104 2.2× 106 1.2× 107 4.7× 107 3.9× 108 1.9× 109 6.2× 109 2.4× 1010

k(S26f FL ), s-1 9.2× 10-3 6.0× 101 1.3× 103 1.7× 104 8.4× 105 1.5× 107 1.4× 108 1.7× 109

k(S32f FL ), s-1 1.4× 10-1 5.1× 102 9.1× 103 9.9× 104 3.9× 106 5.8× 107 4.6× 108 4.8× 109

k(S6f S14), s-1 9.5× 105 3.6× 107 1.3× 108 3.7× 108 1.9× 109 6.4× 109 1.6× 1010 4.6× 1010

k(S14f S6), s-1 4.4× 103 5.6× 105 3.1× 106 1.3× 107 1.1× 108 5.3× 108 1.8× 109 7.2× 109

Keq(S6f S14) 2.2× 102 6.4× 101 4.2× 101 2.9× 101 1.7× 101 1.2× 101 8.9 6.4

k(S6f S13), s-1 4.3× 101 1.6× 104 1.3× 105 7.2× 105 1.0× 107 7.1× 107 3.2× 108 1.7× 109

k(S13f S6), s-1 3.0× 101 1.2× 104 9.6× 104 5.4× 105 7.7× 106 5.5× 107 2.5× 108 1.4× 109

Keq(S6f S13) 1.42 1.36 1.36 1.34 1.29 1.29 1.27 1.25

k(S4f S6), s-1 3.5× 1012 4.2× 1012 4.4× 1012 4.7× 1012 5.0× 1012 5.3× 1012 5.5× 1012 5.8× 1012

k(S6f S4), s-1 1.4× 108 1.4× 109 3.2× 109 6.3× 109 1.8× 1010 3.8× 1010 6.8× 1010 1.3× 1011

Keq(S4f S6) 2.5× 104 3.0× 103 1.4× 103 7.5× 102 2.8× 102 1.4× 102 8.1× 101 4.5× 101

k(S4f S10), s-1 7.0× 108 6.1× 109 1.3× 1010 2.4× 1010 6.3× 1010 1.3× 1011 2.2× 1011 4.0× 1011

k(S10f S4), s-1 2.4× 101 1.1× 104 9.8× 104 5.8× 105 8.8× 106 6.6× 107 3.0× 108 1.7× 109

Keq(S4f S10) 2.9× 107 5.6× 105 1.3× 105 4.1× 104 7.2× 103 2.0× 103 7.2× 102 2.4× 102

k(S4f S10)/k(S6f S14) 738 168 99 64 33 20 13 9
k(S6f S4)/k(S6f S14) 146 39 25 17 9 6 4 2.8

k(S3f S4), s-1 2.0× 108 2.3× 109 5.4× 109 1.1× 1010 3.2× 1010 7.2× 1010 1.3× 1011 2.6× 1011

k(S4f S3), s-1 5.2× 1010 1.8× 1011 2.7× 1011 3.9× 1011 6.7× 1011 1.0× 1012 1.4× 1012 1.9× 1012

Keq(S3f S4) 3.9× 10-3 1.3× 10-2 2.0× 10-2 2.8× 10-2 4.8× 10-2 7.2× 10-2 9.7× 10-2 1.4× 10-1

k(S3f S11), s-1 4.1× 105 2.9× 107 1.3× 108 4.3× 108 2.9× 109 1.1× 1010 3.3× 1010 1.1× 1011

k(S11f S3), s-1 1.3× 1010 3.3× 1010 4.7× 1010 6.1× 1010 9.2× 1010 1.3× 1011 1.6× 1011 2.1× 1011

Keq(S3f S11) 3.2× 10-5 8.8× 10-4 2.8× 10-3 7.1× 10-3 3.2× 10-2 8.5× 10-2 2.1× 10-1 5.2× 10-1

k(S3f S4)/k(S3f S11) 488 80 42 25 11 6 4 2.4
k(S6f S14)/k(S6f S13) 22144 2246 1009 522 190 90 51 27

k(AZ + H f S6), cm3 s-1 mol-1 2.4× 10-13 9.1× 10-13 1.5× 10-12 2.3× 10-12 4.4× 10-12 7.4× 10-12 1.1× 10-11 1.9× 10-11

k(AZ + H f S13), cm3 s-1 mol-1 5.7× 10-13 2.0× 10-12 3.1× 10-12 4.6× 10-12 8.7× 10-12 1.4× 10-11 2.2× 10-11 3.5× 10-11

k(AZ + H f S14), cm3 s-1 mol-1 3.4× 10-12 8.6× 10-12 1.2× 10-11 1.7× 10-11 2.7× 10-11 4.0× 10-11 5.5× 10-11 8.2× 10-11

k(S1f S5), s-1 9.3× 102 9.2× 104 4.5× 105 1.7× 106 1.3× 107 5.6× 107 1.8× 108 6.3× 108

k(S5f S1), s-1 1.6× 1011 4.6× 1011 6.6× 1011 8.9× 1011 1.4× 1012 2.0× 1012 2.6× 1012 3.5× 1012

Keq(S1f S5) 5.8× 10-9 2.0× 10-7 6.9× 10-7 1.9× 10-6 9.0× 10-6 2.8× 10-5 6.7× 10-5 1.8× 10-4

k(S1f S26)/k(S1f S5) 8108 2182 1394 970 560 376 279 200
k(S1f S2)/k(S1f S5) 188518 15274 6376 3095 1026 455 246 122
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with theS3f S4 ring closure, inhibiting the production of the
S4adduct. Indeed, the calculatedk(S3f S4)/k(S3f S11) ratio
rapidly decreases when the temperature increases, from 488 at
700 K to 42 and 6 at 1000 and 1500 K, respectively. In other
words, theS3 f S11 C-C bond-scission reaction acts as a
sink of the spiro adductS3, reducing the production ofS4, which
is the onlyAZ precursor within the spiran pathway.

The relative contribution of the bond-scission mechanismS3
f S11 f S10 f NP to the NP yield is insignificant at low
temperatures as compared to theS3 f S4 f S10 f NP
pathway involving the formation of tricyclyl intermediateS4.
Here and below, we denote the later route as a “tricyclic”
pathway; both the tricyclic and bond-scission routes are within
the spiran mechanism, which proceeds via the formation of the
spiro intermediateS3. The tricyclic pathway gives the major
contribution to theNP production. However, when the temper-
ature increases, the relative contribution of the bond-scission
route rapidly increases and accounts for 26%, 40%, and 48%
of the totalNP yield at 1000, 1300, and 1500 K, respectively.
At T > 1500 K, the bond scission route becomes the majorNP
formation pathway. The calculatedk(S3 f S4)/k(S3 f S11)
ratios shown in Table 2 rapidly decrease as the temperature rises,
indicating that the competition between theS3 f S11 C-C
bond scission andS3 f S4 ring-closure reactions increases.
But even at 2000 K, the latter reaction is still 2.5 times faster
than the former, and therefore it seems that the relative
contribution of the tricyclic pathway to theNP yield should be
higher than that from the bond scission route. However, theS4
f S10ring-expansion step also competes with the very fastS4
f S6reaction, which consumes some amount of theS4adduct
to theAZ side; note thatAZ accounts for∼30% of the total
NP + AZ yield at T ) 1500 K and even more at higher
temperatures. These facts explain the high relative contribution
of the bond-scission mechanism to theNP production at medium
and high temperatures, keeping in mind, of course, thatNP
becomes only a minor product in rearrangements ofS1at these
conditions.

AnotherNP formation route considered in the present study
is the methylene walk pathway,S13f S17f S22f S23f
S24 f NP. According to the data presented in Table 1, the
contributions of this mechanism to theNP yields are negligible
at all studied temperatures. This is not surprising because the
S6f S14hydrogen shift is significantly faster (by 3 orders of
magnitude at 1000 K) than the competingS6f S13hydrogen
migration, and it is still faster by a factor of 26 at 2000 K, as
follows from thek(S6 f S14)/k(S6 f S13) ratios shown in
Table 2. It is worth noting that theAZ production from the
S13f AZ reaction is also negligible for the same reason. We
may conclude that the methylene walk pathway does not play
a significant role in rearrangements ofS1 with regard to the
NP formation. However, this mechanism may be important if
other AZ formation routes not necessarily related to the
cyclopentadienyl recombination are considered. Indeed, ifAZ
is formed by another reaction pathway, for example, by
sequential additions of acetylene and propargyl toc-C5H5, it
may be activated by the hydrogen-addition reactionAZ + H
f S13, and thenS13 can rearrange toNP by the methylene
walk mechanism. The calculated bimolecular rate constants for
the AZ + H f S13, AZ + H f S14, and AZ + H f S6
hydrogen-addition reactions shown in Table 2 demonstrate
similar values at medium and high temperatures, indicating that
all three reactions are competitive at these conditions, and the
formation of theS13adduct by H-addition may contribute to
the NP formation via the methylene walk pathway. It can be

seen from Table 1 that the highest contributions of the methylene
walk mechanism to theNP yields correspond to the highest
AZ production yields, indicating that an increase in theAZ
concentration should result in higherNP production by the
methylene walk channel.

In the previous section, we suggested an alternative rear-
rangement of theS1 radical,S1 f S5 f S6, which proceeds
via the formation of the tricyclic adductS5to S6, and therefore
may contribute to theAZ production. However, the calculated
contributions of this pathway to the totalNP + AZ yields
appeared to be negligible at all studied temperatures. As follows
from Table 2, the equilibrium constants for theS1f S5 four-
membered-ring closure step are very low within 700-2000 K;
for instance,Keq(S1 f S5) < 10-3 even atT ) 2000 K.
Moreover, this reaction demonstrates significantly lower rate
constants than the competitiveS1 f S2 andS1 f S26steps.
In particular, the calculatedk(S1 f S2)/k(S1 f S5) andk(S1
f S26)/k(S1 f S5) ratios shown in Table 2 indicate that the
S1f S2 rate constant is higher than that for theS1f S5step
by 5-2 orders of magnitude within the 700-2000 K temper-
ature interval, and theS1 f S26 hydrogen shift rate is also
faster thank(S1f S5) by 3-2 orders of magnitude within the
same temperature range. As a consequence, theS1f S5f S6
rearrangement is not competitive with the spiran andFL
pathways at the combustion conditions, and this mechanism can
be safely excluded from consideration in kinetic modeling of
flame combustion.

D. Implications for Kinetic Simulations. The results of our
calculations of PESs for rearrangements ofS1 combined with
RRKM calculations of rate constants and product yields predict
the relative yields ofNP, FL , andAZ at various combustion
temperatures at the high-pressure limit. The computed contribu-
tions of different pathways to the final product yields help to
qualitatively clarify the relative importance of each reaction
channel in the production of these PAHs in both combustion
and pyrolysis. Under real combustion conditions, however, the
complete picture must be more complicated. The most important
issue is that, in real systems, intermediate complexes or
bimolecular products encounter numerous collisions, which can
stabilize or destabilize them. In this case, the unimolecular or
bimolecular reactions require a much more sophisticated
theoretical description in terms of a time-dependent, multiple-
well master equation (ME). By solving this equation, one can
generate rate coefficients as a function of temperature and
pressure,k(T,p), which are required for modeling the macro-
scopic systems in combustion. The PES information for the
reactions considered here will provide the raw data for the future
RRKM/ME calculations of their temperature- and pressure-
dependent rate constants, which can be further incorporated in
the existing kinetic schemes for flame combustion to improve
the prediction of PAH concentrations, especially those related
to the cyclopentadienyl recombination. For the high-pressure
limit, rate constants within the 300-3000 K temperature range
computed with a 100 K step and given in Table S2 of the
Supporting Information can be fit to various analytical expres-
sions convenient for kinetic modeling.

In this section, we would like to discuss several issues, which
may be important for and may affect the results of kinetic
simulations of real combustion systems. First of all, to complete
the picture, rearrangements on the C10H11 and C10H10 PES with
regard to the formation ofNP, FL , AZ , and, especially, indene,
should be investigated. As was discussed above, the molecular-
radical reactions of cyclopentadiene with the cyclopentadienyl
radical (see Figure 1) may contribute to the production of the
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PAHs considered in the present study. Thec-C5H6 + c-C5H5

reaction producesA1 (C5H6-C5H5), which may further be
involved in rearrangements on the C10H11 PES leading toNP,
AZ , and also indene. For instance, indene was identified as a
major reaction product in the cyclopentadiene pyrolysis, and
the mechanism accounting for the indene formation starting from
the A1 adduct was proposed.10 As has been suggested by
Carpenter, the formation ofNP from the recombination of two
cyclopentadienyl radicals may take place on the C10H10 PES
by the isomerization ofS0 to 9,10-dihydronaphthalene. This
pathway involves the formation of a tricyclic intermediate with
a singlet biradical wave function, followed by ring-opening to
a 10-membered cyclic structure, which finally rearranges to
9,10-dihydronaphthalene.NP can be produced from 9,10-
dihydronaphthalene by the elimination of a H2 molecule. This
pathway should also be taken into consideration in a complete
study of the reaction mechanisms from cyclic C5 species toNP.
However, the C10H11 and C10H10 rearrangements are beyond
the scope of the present study and will be discussed in separate
publications.

The second issue concerns the role of H radicals in the
formation of PAH species. In our previous study of the HACA
NP synthesis,15 we suggested a bimolecular hydrogen dispro-
portionation mechanism as an alternative to the commonly
accepted unimolecular H-loss reaction for elimination of an
“extra” hydrogen atom from PAH radicals such asS6, S13, S14,
S10, S24, andS26. It is worth noting that elimination of such
an “extra” hydrogen atom produces singlet PAH species (i.e.,
NP, AZ , FL , etc.). We suppose that, at high concentrations of
free H radicals, the disproportionation mechanism may be
favored over the direct H-loss considered for theS6 f AZ ,
S13 f AZ , S14 f AZ , S10 f NP, S24 f NP, and
S26f FL steps. According to our previous IRCMax{Energy-
[G3(MP2,CC)]}//IRC{Geom[UMP2/6-31G*]} calculations, the
barriers for theS10+ H f NP + H2 and 2-naphthyl+ H f
NP + H2 disproportionation steps were found to be 1.2 kcal/
mol and 2.3 kcal/mol, respectively.15 These values are signifi-
cantly lower than the respective barriers for the H-loss reactions
S10 f NP + H (14.8 kcal/mol) and 2-naphthylf NP + H
(27.8 kcal/mol). The hydrogen disproportionation reactions are
also highly exothermic (by 80-100 kcal/mol), whereas the
H-loss steps are usually strongly endothermic. Therefore, the
hydrogen disproportionation mechanism may represent a viable
alternative to the simple H-loss mechanism for the elimination
of an extra hydrogen atom if the concentration of H radicals is
sufficiently high. At this point, considering the disproportion-
ation mechanism instead of the H-loss, we could expect different
NP/AZ branching ratios within the spiran rearrangement. Indeed,
if H-elimination from the S6 intermediate occurs via the
disproportionation mechanismS6 + H f AZ + H2, which is
considerably faster than theS6f AZ + H reaction, theS6f
S4f S10sequence may no longer be competitive, as compared
to the case when only the direct H-loss mechanism is taken
into account. This would result in higherAZ yields, which may
then become the major reaction product within the spiran
mechanism. On the other hand, at high H-radical concentrations,
AZ may be activated by the hydrogen additionAZ + H f
S13, followed by the rearrangement toNP through the meth-
ylene walk mechanism. As one can see, the consideration of H
disproportionation considerably complicates the kinetics of the
S1 rearrangements. We suppose that the role of H radicals and
the hydrogen disproportionation mechanism in particular re-
quired a separate investigation using kinetic simulations of real
flame combustion with explicit consideration of H-radical

concentrations. This can also help to better understand the role
of the methylene walk pathway in theAZ -to-NP rearrangement,
especially when some otherAZ formation mechanisms can be
realized.

4. Conclusions

Chemically accurate ab initio G3-type calculations of PESs
for rearrangements ofS1 (C5H5-C5H4) have been performed,
followed by RRKM computation of high-pressure-limit thermal
rate constants and relative product yields.NP, FL , andAZ have
been shown to be the reaction products, with relative yields
depending on temperature. HighNP yields have been calculated
at low temperatures (T < 1000 K), whereNP is inferred as the
major reaction product. AtT > 1000 K, the production ofNP
rapidly decreases with increasing temperature, whereas the
production ofFL increases, and the latter becomes the major
reaction product. Starting fromT ) 1500 K,NP becomes only
a minor product accounting for, together withAZ , less than
10% of the total reaction yield. The computed branching ratios
demonstrate that the cyclopentadienyl radical recombination is
not likely to be a significant source ofNP in combustion flames
at medium and high temperatures and at the high-pressure limit.
More likely, in this case, the common HACA mechanism gives
the major contribution to theNP formation. In contrast, at a
low-temperature pyrolytic regime, the contribution of theS1
rearrangements to theNP production is expected to be high,
which is in agreement with experimental observations in the
cyclopentadiene pyrolysis.10,26 AZ has been found only as a
minor product, and its branching ratio does not exceed 5% at
all studied temperatures. Since FL is predicted to be the major
product atT > 1000 K, the cyclopentadienyl recombination is
more likely to be a significant source of various cyclopentafused
PAHs (possible fullerene precursors) at medium and high
combustion temperatures.

The spiran pathway originally suggested by Melius et al.3

has been shown as the major contributor to theNP production
at low combustion temperatures (T < 1000 K). The alternative
C-C bond scission route, which proceeds via the formation of
theS11radical, becomes important only at higher temperatures,
where the totalNP yields are low. The contributions of the
previously suggested methylene walk pathway9 to the production
of NP is found to be negligible at all temperatures relevant to
combustion; however, this route may be important ifAZ is
produced by different mechanisms.

Our RRKM-computed rate constants for the consideredS1
rearrangement pathways are expected to be of high accuracy
for the conditions where the high-pressure limit is adequate,
and they can be included in the existing kinetic schemes for
modeling of flame combustion to improve the prediction of
various PAHs (especially,NP, AZ , FL , and cyclopentafused
PAH) and their concentration profiles.
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